
V6A SCREENING KIT FAQ
How much is the kit? We offer a tiered pricing system that adapts to the type of institution. 

This is to certify that the right type of package and licensing is delivered 
according to the right purpose and appropriate audience.  
More info about that here: www.ruggeroromano.com/v6a-store 
The presence of Ruggero as a speaker/facilitator includes additional fees.

What is V6A? V6A is an independently produced film with the goal to positively impact 
communities and dissolve the stigma. The proceeds will go towards costs 
associated with our outreach efforts to share the film and maximise the impact. 
www.v6a.org

What are the benefits for my 
institution?

The “V6A” outreach campaign is purposefully designed to prioritise 
accessibility though meaningful and impactful events. By allowing the film to 
be screened without limits in one specific facility, we provide your institution/
organization with the tools to educate, inspire and converge the members of 
your community. More about this here: www.ruggeroromano.com/v6a-partnership

Where is the money going? As an independent impact-driven documentary, V6A has the purpose to 
grow and reinvest in the outreach efforts. This means that 50% will be used to 
cover the outreach efforts, 25% will be donated to provide free screenings 
and free meals for the communities in postal code V6A, and the remaining 
25% will go towards the filmmakers’ next project (a feature documentary to 
celebrate freedom of expression).

What does the screening kit 
include?

 The Screening Kit is a package designed to provide your institution 
with all the tools to create events in your community to educate and 
inspire all of its members. With this agreement, you can organize 
unlimited screenings for 2 years in your organization/institution/school. 
The Screening Kit includes: 

• DVD copy of the film 
• Digital access to the film 
• 2 years unlimited Screening License (unlimited screenings for 2 years in one 

specific location/facility for one organisation/institution) 
• Full discussion guide 
• 10 multi-purpose 8x10 prints (Gifts, Raffle, Promotion) 
• V6A Full Size Poster (11x17)

Can I collect donations? Yes. This is most definitely the most valuable aspect of the package and its 
licensing, as our campaign allows the event organisers to collect donations to 
cover the cost of the kit itself, and keep collecting funds through the film, 
creating a powerful combination of engagement, outreach and backing from 
the local community. This means that you cannot monetise the film or sell 
tickets, as it is free and accessible to the public through your organization, 
but you can collect donations (that usually go beyond covering the cost of 
the kit itself).

What communications do you 
want in a partnership?

We expect that, whenever you plan a V6A event, you send an email to 
v6adoc@gmail.com with the details of the event (location, time, expected 
audience size, and contact of the event organiser)
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What does the license allow? The license allows your institution to screen the film for an unlimited amount of 
times in your facility, making the film a resource that’s available to you and your 
members for 2 years. 
It is important to respect the license and its terms in regards of the location, 
that is restricted to your facility and institution: it is illegal to screen this film 
outside of the allowed facility, and your institution could get in trouble for that! 
We go through all the purchases to make sure the licenses match, we’ll 
make sure the agreement works for your specific case.

Screening Kit or Community 
Engagement Package?

With our Screening Kit, we provide your organisation/institution with a 
copy of the film, multi-use prints, poster, licensing and more to allow the 
film to be screened without limits in one specific facility. 
The Community Engagement Package is an interactive post-screening 
experience that completes the film and provides activities that inspire, educate 
and forge community through storytelling and documentary filmmaking: 
Q&As, Keynote Presentations & Workshops.  
More about the Community Engagement Package:  
www.ruggeroromano.com/cep-v6a

How big are community events 
typically?

A successful screening doesn’t necessarily mean a busy screening! 
The most successful events are usually intimate screenings (10-50 people), but 
we don’t discourage the idea of having a big crowd: the more people the 
higher the potential impact!

More questions? You can reach out and ask more at v6adoc@gmail.com
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